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Advanced Networking Strategies



Adding Quality to Quantity

Many of us are not maximizing the potential of our interactions with

our connections

Important to build 500+ connections

But after you reach that number, it is even more important to

start focusing on the quality of your interactions

Begin focusing on increasing your influence



How can you increase your
influence on LinkedIn?



Strengthen Loose Connections
Use the [recap + next steps] formula for following up with someone

after a conversation or webinar

Example: "Hi ____, it was great meeting you at _____. I really enjoyed

our conversation about _____. I'd love to continue the conversation.

Could we set up a call sometime next week?"

Be specific — it will help the other person remember who you are

and extends a concrete invitation to connect again

 





Tag Others

Seems simple, but this is often overlooked

Tagging people and organizations in your posts will increase your

reach

For example, tagging another person in a photo will make your

post show up in their feed

Your posts reach people outside of your own network





Take Advantage of Comments

Leaving comments on a post is one of the best ways to increase

visibility (and therefore, influence) in a way you can control

Write comments that add value to the conversation

Make introductions

Share relevant or helpful resources (articles, podcasts, videos,

etc.)

Do not: "Great tip!"

 

Do: "Excellent tip! This reminds me of an article I read the other day

that builds on this topic. *insert article link*"







Share Content With Connections
Share content from the firm's LinkedIn page with your connections

Think about what information is vital to your clients and proactively

share that content with them

Doing this shows you understand their problems and are here to

help

Be mindful of their issues; don't spam them with irrelevant

content





Use Hashtags

Use relevant hashtags in your posts

Think of hashtags like keywords

Allows people who search for that hashtag to see your post and

engage with your content

Use the search bar to look for new content





Other Tips To Increase Your LinkedIn
Influence

Engage with alumni

Maintain existing connections

Go back to old connections and check in with them

Maintaining existing relationships is just as important as creating

new ones

Connect with people in your LinkedIn Groups

Publish original content consistently

Being a consistent presence on LinkedIn will keep you top of mind

Block out time for LinkedIn — even 10 minutes a day!



Questions?
deb@page2comm.com

taryn@page2comm.com


